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Communication of knowledge

Research data infrastructures store and exchange scientific knowledge.

– An interpreter has made knowledge claim φ on the basis of dataset δ.

– φ is a justifiably tenable proposition, judging by its epistemic grounding.

interpreter I

φ
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Communication of knowledge

– An interpreter has made knowledge claim φ on the basis of dataset δ.

– The provenance of claim φ and dataset δ is that they come from process κ.

– φ is a justifiably tenable proposition, judging by its epistemic grounding.

– “We,” e.g., a scientific data officer1 of the research data infrastructure, have 
a justified true belief in the accuracy of the provenance documentation κ.

interpreter I

scientific data 
officer1

φ
κ

Research data infrastructures store and exchange scientific knowledge.

1B. Schembera, J. M. Durán, Philos. Technol. 33: 93–115, doi:10.1007/s13347-019-00346-x, 2019.

https://dx.doi.org/10.1007/s13347-019-00346-x
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European AI Act proposal: “To address the opacity that may make certain AI 
systems incomprehensible to or too complex for natural persons, a certain 
degree of transparency should be required for high-risk AI systems.1 […] High-
risk AI systems should therefore be accompanied by relevant documentation”.

European digitalization platforms

Epistemic opacity (Humphreys, 2011): A cognitive “process is epistemically 
opaque relative to a cognitive agent X at time t just in case X does not know at 
t all of the epistemically relevant elements of the process.”

a) “what knowledge claim (KC) φ has been formulated?,”
b) “where do the data and the claim come from?” (provenance),
c) “what validity claim (VC) was made about φ?,”
d) “why should we accept any of this?” (grounding).

1Systems with “high risk” include “safety components” related to “water, gas, heating, and electricity.”

Epistemic metadata: 
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Documentation of cognitive processes

Epistemic opacity (Humphreys, 2011): A cognitive “process is epistemically 
opaque relative to a cognitive agent X at time t just in case X does not know at 
t all of the epistemically relevant elements of the process.”

in actu
Steering

ex post
Evaluation

preparatory
stage

execution
stage

critical
analysis

ex ante
Planning

a) “what knowledge claim (KC) φ has been formulated?,”
b) “where do the data and the claim come from?” (provenance),
c) “what validity claim (VC) was made about φ?,”
d) “why should we accept any of this?” (grounding).
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Peircean semiotics and mereosemiotics

C. S. Peirce

Elementary Multi-
perspective Material 
Ontology (EMMO)

Peircean semiotics: By using a sign (1st) for an object (2nd), a “Third” is created.

The EMMO combines this with 
mereotopology – foundational 
ontology as mereosemiotics.

o

metonymization, a process by which a 
representamen is assigned a new referent(object)

(sign) (interpretant)
s s’
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nt
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(old referent) (new referent)

represents re
pre
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nt

s

o’

(sign)
s

the representation re-
lation is grounded

in a real causal
connection

semiosis, a process by which a new 
representamen, the interpretant, is created
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Cognitive process model

Cognitive process (example):

● First, experimental data s for material o 
are used to parameterize a model, 
obtaining model s’.

● Then, a simulation is done using model s’, 
yielding the simulation result s’’ (which 
also represents o).

“is representamen 
for” is here 

abbreviated by R

Research workflows as cognitive processes:

Here, the first semiosis 
directly grounds the 
second semiosis.

Each cognitive step starts 
from one representation 
relation, e.g., Rso, and 
creates a new one, Rs’o.

The successor step 
reuses Rs’o and creates 
the next relation, Rs’’o. s o

s’

R

R

R R

o

s’ s’’
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Workflows as cognitive processes1
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1P. Klein et al., no. 26 in Proc. JOWO 2021, 2021.

H2020 GA no. 952903
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Knowledge and validity claims

Proposition

Knowledge
claim (KC)

Conceptual
KC (CKC)

Claim

Ground

Assessment

Property
claim (PC)

Model PC (MPC)Physical PC (PPC)

Test-based
VC (TVC)

Proof-based
VC (PVC)

Negative
KC (NKC)

Validity
claim (VC)

Reproducibility
claim (RC)

Exact-agree-
ment RC (ERC)

Team-change
RC (TRC)

Provenance-
conscious RC (PRC)Abstract

MPC (AMPC)
Concrete

MPC (CMPC)

Mid-level ontology PIMS-II:

Physicalistic Interpretation of 
Modelling and Simulation (PIMS) 

Interoperability Infrastructure
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Knowledge claim schema

cognitive step σ by 
which a obtains φ 

Semiosis

researcher a

data δ that allow a 
to conclude φ

DigitalArticulation

Interlocutor KnowledgeClaim

interpretant φ, an 
answer to question q

research question q

Question

B
.

(isAssertedBy)

(isAbout)

Ë

Pι

..

(isInterpreterIn)

Semiosis

σR R

q

δ φ

R
^

R
^

q (hasSubjectMatter)

• The data are about the research problem, hence δ
  is a representamen for q; it has the role of the sign.

• As an outcome, a claim φ is obtained,
  which is a new representamen: The interpretant.

E
.

E
… 
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Validity claim schema

validation action τ

Validation

researcher a

researcher’s aim α to 
evaluate cognition κ 

Intention

Interlocutor ⊓ GoalDirectedAgent

knowledge claim φ 
that is being assessed

KnowledgeClaim

ValidityClaim

claim ψ made by a 
about the validity of φ

research process κ 
that led to claim φ

CognitiveAction

B
.

R
^
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R
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R (isRepresentamenIn)

(isRepresentamenFor)

E
.

Ë
G
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τ

t ψ
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A validation is an evaluation where the 
evaluated object is a cognitive action 
and the interpretant is a validity claim.

E
… 
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Cognitive steps: Taxonomy

TriadicCognition

Semiosis GroundingStep

SemanticChange

InterpretationPerception

Evaluation

Metonymization

Observation

Telesis

Planning

Undertaking

Grounding
Interpretation

Grounding
Metonymization

Examination Measurement

Steering

Synecdoche

InvestigationSetup

Modelling

Simulation

Optimization Visualization

Information
Processing

PartToWhole

WholeToPart

metonymization 
preserves the 
„real causal 
connection“ 

(Peirce) between 
the sign and its 

old & new 
referents

interpretation and metonymization do not 
entail physical participation of the referents

perception requires 
participation (and overlap) 

of the perceived object
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Cognitive steps in mereosemiotics

Mereosemiotics:1–3 Combination of mereotopology and Peircean semiotics

3M. T. Horsch, S. Chiacchiera, B. Schembera, M. Seaton, I. T. Todorov, in Proc. ECCOMAS 2020, 2021.

1M. T. Horsch, no. 3 in Proc. JOWO 2021, 2021. 2P. Klein et al., no. 26 in Proc. JOWO 2021, 2021.

PIMS-II mid-level ontology:1, 2 http://www.molmod.info/semantics/pims-ii.ttl 

http://www.molmod.info/semantics/pims-ii.ttl
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Research process documentation

2M. T. Horsch, Mereosemiotics: Five scenarios (cf. Borgo et al.‘s top-level ontology comparison), 2021.

1M. T. Horsch, no. 3 in Proc. JOWO 2021, 2021. 3https://w3id.org/nfdi4ing/metadata4ing/, 2022.

PIMS-II schema1 for a semiosis step,2 aligned with processing step from m4i.3
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Mereosemiotic chain relations

has_aspect_
object_content

osmo:use_case

osmo:section_aspect

evmpo:material

OSMO/MODA
section 1: Use case

has_aspect

acetylene

OSMO/MODA
aspect 1.2: Material

OSMO/MODA
aspect 1.2: Material

emmo-semiotics:
Sign

emmo-perceptual:
Symbolic

emmo-physicalistic:
Material
acetylene

OSMO/MODA
section 1: Use case

Ṗ–R

R–Ṗ–has_symbolic_
part_of_sign

emmo-semiotics:
Sign

emmo-perceptual:
Symbolic

emmo-physicalistic:
Material

OSMO/MODA
aspect 1.2: Material

acetylene

OSMO/MODA
section 1: Use case

emmo-semiotics:
Sign

R

Ṗ

Ṗ

R

detailed representation 
of OSMO/MODA 
section 1, e.g., as a 

MODA form on paper

part of the aspect 
(textual description) that 
represents the material

domain ontology foundational ontologyintermediate representation

emmo-semiotics:
Sign

1M. Horsch, S. Chiacchiera, W. Cavalcanti, B. Schembera, Data Technology in Materials Modelling, Springer, 2021.

Ontology alignment work from H2020 project VIMMP:1
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Mereosemiotic chain relations1

describes_process

describes_product

is_model_for

has_represented_kpi

has_model_variable

has_project_participant

has_project_coordinator
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has_translation_step

has_step_
decision_support

has_step_content
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has_step_coordinator

has_subproject
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has_annotation

has_process_annotationaddresses
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has_aspect
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considers_
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considers_
industrial_case

has_application_
case_aspect

has_case_
decision_support

has_bca_
decision_support
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aspect
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decision_support
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has_ica_
decision_support
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R– Ṗ– RṖ– Ṗ R–Ṗ–

mereosemiotics

EVMPO

OSMO

MMTO

1M. T. Horsch et al., pp. 45–59 in Proc. DAMDID 2020, Springer, CCIS no. 1427, doi:10.1007/978-3-030-81200-3_4, 2021.

https://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-81200-3_4
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Semiotic collectives

EMMO is based on nominalism with objects defined by 4D spacetime regions. 
This creates some challenges1 when working with data; e.g., take “200 kPa”:

200  kPa on a 
screen in Stuttgart

200  K on a cryostat con-
figuration display in Munich

200  kPa on printed 
paper in Bologna

utterance  200  kPa
as I am speaking it now

Another example: „The stadiums of the Premier League have a total capacity
of 833 000 people.“ The referent of the property are all the stadiums to-
gether, as a collective; none of the individual stadiums holds 833 000 people.

For such purposee, PIMS-II defines semiotic collectives.

1M. Horsch, S. Chiacchiera, B. Schembera, M. Seaton, I. Todorov, Proc. WCCM-ECCOMAS 2020, 2021.

semiotic collective 
„200 kPa“

semiotic 
collective „200“
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